Nature your soul…
Some ideas to get you to “geen furt”
Follow the course of a burn
Feed the birds (see rspb.org.uk for ideas)

“We often forget that WE
ARE NATURE. Nature is not
something separate from us.
So when we say that we have
lost our connection to nature,
we’ve lost our connection to
ourselves.”
Andy Goldsworthy, sculptor

Here is your
prescription
for nature

Open your door and listen
Watch a wader in winter (such as lapwings, whaaps
and plovers)
Hunt for otter spraint (poo)
Move rocks into patterns on a beach
Find a Wullie Whyte’s candle
(a curl of birch bark) on a beach
Eat outdoors
Turn o’er a rock and see what’s there
Start bagging Shetland’s 19 “Marilyns”
(visit shetland.org for details)
Borrow a dog
Be still in nature for 11 minutes
Find a grottie buckie (cowrie shell)
Watch a maalie (fulmar) for three minutes
Play – like a child
Look closely at lichen – maybe draw it?
Say hello to a horse
Give nature a home in your garden
Take your hood down and feel the wind in your hair.
For the full Nature Your Soul calendar of
ideas, see the Healthy Shetland website:
healthyshetland.com
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For routes and footpaths:

shetland.gov.uk/corepaths
shetland.org/things/outdoor/walking
pathsforall.org.uk/find-a-health-walk

Discover upcoming group walks
in your area at:
healthyshetland.com

Nature ideas for families:
rspb.org.uk/wildchallenge

Directions to nature:

Head to your nearest front door.
Nature Prescriptions and the Nature Your Soul
Calendar are run jointly by RSPB Scotland and
NHS Shetland. We would value your feedback.

Contact us

RSPB Scotland, Shetland Office, Sumburgh Head
Lighthouse, Virkie, Shetland ZE3 9JN
Tel: 01950 460800. Email: shetland@rspb.org.uk
rspb.org.uk/shetland

Working together:
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You may discover:

Something in your consultation has prompted
your doctor to prescribe you nature:

•
•
•
•
•
•

(Doctor to tick)
Level 1 nature walks
Half a mile (10 minutes a day)
Level 2 nature walks
1 mile (20 minutes a day)

Sensations in your body (spaegie counts!)
Creatures you’ve never noticed before
Smells from your childhood
Experiences that your ancestors had
Seasons or phases of the moon
Like-minded people to share the
outdoors with.

Level 3 nature walks
2 miles (40 minutes a day)
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Level 4 nature walks
3 miles (1 hour a day)

Nature Prescriptions is inspired by growing
evidence that nature makes us healthier
and happier.
It’s a partnership project designed by RSPB
Scotland and delivered by NHS Shetland.

Nature can help you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce hypertension (abnormally high
blood pressure)
Reduce respiratory tract and cardiovascular
illnesses
Reduce anxiety
Improve concentration
Improve your vitality and mood
Increase your life satisfaction and happiness.

To find out more, search online for “30 Days
Wild: Development and Evaluation of a
Large-scale Nature Engagement Campaign.”
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“Nature can be seen as a great
outpatient department whose
therapeutic value is yet to be
fully realised.”
Dr William Bird
Think about a time when you were peerie and felt
a connection to nature…
Who was there?
What did it feel like?
What does it feel like now when you think
about it?
Can you get that feeling again?
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As you walk, be aware of the natural world
around you: feel the wind, listen to the birds,
notice the colours of the landscape.

“Ever since I was peerie, I’ve
known that my connection with
the natural world is crucial to
my mental health. Whether
I’ve needed to be calmed or
energised, nothing is more
beneficial to me than time
spent outdoors and in nature.”
Helen Moncrieff
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